Locate and View Information with Integrity 10.4

Overview

Course Code: WBT-4137-0
Course Length: 2.0 hours

In this course, you will be introduced to the capabilities and concepts of Locate and View. Navigating the Web and GUI interfaces, customizing viewsets, and setting up E-mail notifications will be covered. You will complete Pro/FICIENCY skills assessment questions for each topic. These questions are used to help reinforce your understanding of the course topics.

Course Objectives

- Navigate the Web interface
- Navigate the client GUI
- Import viewsets
- Customize a viewset
- Configure columns
- Activate the Integrity Project Filter
- Use Embedded Item View
- Configure View options
- Configure Relationship View Settings
- Set client preferences
- Create custom actions
- Set up E-mail notifications
Prerequisites

- None

Audience

- This course is intended for Integrity users who work with Integrity interfaces, views and viewsets, and user settings. People in related roles will also benefit from taking this course.
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